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UNION "TP'' TIME RELEASE 

The "TP" Release enforces a time interval between 
the preliminary operation of a lever on a power interlock
ing machine and the completion of its stroke. The release 
is arranged so that it may be mounted interchangeably 
with either the "Union" Model 13 indication magnet, 
the earlier type iron clad indication magnet or the "Un
ion'' Mercury Time Release. The Model 14 power inter
locking machine arranged for the Model 13 indication 
magnet requires one type of mounting (shown in Fig. 1) 
and the earlier type power interlocking machine arranged 
for the iron clad indication magnet requires a different 
type mounting as shown in Fig. 2. The release may be 
supplied without contacts or with one or two independent 
high-voltage or low-voltage contacts, as specified. 
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UNION "TP" TIME RELEASE 
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L.V.CONTACTS 

(a) 5 to 60 Sec. Release (as shown). 

(b) 1 to 4 Min. Release has one additional set of reduction gears. · 

Fig. 1 
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INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

INSTALLATION 
Model 14 Machines-Mounting instructions differ 

in respect to the type of interlocking machine to which 
the release is to be applied. Fig. 1 illustrates the application 
of the Style "TP" Release to Model 14 Electro-Pneumatic 
or Electric, and Style S-8, P-3 or P-5 Electro-Mechanical 
Interlocking Machines. The following instructions apply. 
The segment guide brackets composed of parts E and E-1, 
cqmplete with contacts etc., are· shipped as a unit. To 
assemble this unit it will be necessary to remove the rear 
section of lever shaft from the interlocking machine_. After 
the segment guide unit E has been put in place and the 
shaft reassembled with depressing segment H as shown in 
Fig. 1, nut F should be drawn up securely, thus locking 
the unit in place. The release assembly may then be put 
in position, by slipping the unit over the end of stud E-1 
and holding it in place by tightening screws G. A final 
check of the segment H adjustment should be made to 
see that the segment is symmetrical on the shaft and oper
ating freely. Segment H, Fig. 1, is adjusted to the right or 
left by loosening screw Q and tightening screw Q-1 or vice 
versa, to suit the requirement. 

The side ·of an S-8 lever unit casting and cover must be 
slotted to accommodate the stroke of the depressing seg
ment if it is provided ~ith a lug for depressing the latch 
when the 'signal lever is pulled forward. 

It will be noted in connection with the application of 
"TP" releases to S-8 machines that the slot for the de
pressor segment H (Fig. 1) in the bracket E is slightly 
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UNION "TP" TIME RELEASE 

SCREW TO BE 
INSERTED HERE, 
IF REQUIRED 

H.V.CONTACTS 

Fig. 2 
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INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

offset in relation to the thrust rod L of the release. This 
makes it possible when applying releases to adjacent levers 
of S-8 machines to stagger the segment H so that inter
ference will be a voided. This also makes it necessary to 
stagger the slots in the covers, in order to obtain clearance 
for the segments. 

When machines are sent out complete from factory, 
adjacent covers are provided with slots which provide 
clearance. Where S-8 lever units are mounted individually 
9r on the end of any group, covers are furnished with a 
slight bulge, which provides the necessary clearance. 
When applying releases to lever units having covers with 
no slots or bulges, it will be a simple matter to cut the slot 
on adjacent units and to hammer out the cover material 
so as to produce the necessary bulge. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the application of the Style "TP" 
Release to earlier types of power interlocking machines. 

Bracket B, with sleeve A assembled in position,' should 
be fastened securely to the release unit by means of screws 
G. Guide bracket D, with contact spring assembly, may 
then be assembled in the back plate of the machine. (The 
shaft and segment clamp having been removed, as will 
be found necessary.) By rotating sleeve A clockwise the 
unit will be brought up securely against the under side of 
the back plate. Bracket B is provided with lugs to engage a 
rib on the back plate of the machine, thus retaining the 
clockwork mechanism in a definite position. Where there 
is no rib, ~ screw may be used for this purpose, as shown 
in Fig. 2. 

When the back plate of the interlocking machine does 
not have a spare mounting ~pace for a release, special 
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UNION "TP" TIME RELEASE 

prov1s1ons must be made for bracket mounting. Table 
interlocker levers may be fitted with a Style "TP" Release 
as shown on Catalog Plate A-3010 or A-3020. 

Cover-Remove cover by turning counterclockwise. 
When applying cover draw it up securely to make dust 
proof. 

Thrust Rod-Thrust rod L, Fig. 1, will be shipped 
from the factory adjusted so as to be approximately correct 
for application to machines. Possible variations in thick
ness of back plate may make it necessary to make a slight 
adjustment in length of thrust rod L. This adjustment 
should be made as follows: 

Remove locking wire and stop screw K from the 
bottom of release and insert the larger special hex socket 
wrench over nut M, turning it counterclockwise. A small 
special socket wrench may then be inserted through the 
larger wrench over the end of the thrust rod L. By turning 
the small wrench a few times clockwise and counterclock
wise it can readily be determined whether the upper end 
of thrust rod L is abutting · the lower end of latch stem 
attached to latch J and whether the latch is pushing against 
the depressing segment at point R. When this condition 
has been determined, turn smaller socket wrench until 
latch touches segment at R then turn one-half turn coun
terclockwise, hold it in this position and securely lock nut 
M by turning larger socket wrench clockwise. This will 
produce approximately 1 /64 in. clearance at point R. 
This special set of socket wrenches will be supplied with 
each shipment of "TP" Time Releases. For references, see 
Catalog Plate A-2052. 
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INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

The lever should then be operated alternately to the 
right-hand and left-hand positions, which will drive the 
thrust rod L downwards, thus winding up the mechanism. 
If the segment has only one depressor lug, the lever should 
be operated in a direction to cause the latch to be de
pressed. After moving the lever back to the center posi
tion, the clockwork mechanism should be free to operate. 
The time required for the mechanism to drive the latch J, 
carrying contact bridge 0, upwards until contacts N are 
bridged, constitutes the time element of the release. 

With the lever in the extreme position to depress rod 
L, the stop screw K should be inserted and turned clock· 
wise until it engages the lower end · of rod L. When this 
point has been established, turn stop screw counterclock
wise to the next slot and insert locking wire to retain it 
in this position. 

When these adjustments have been made, the lever 
should be operated a few times in order to check proper 
operation. 

Contact bridge O in the up position should provide 
approximately 1 /32 in. compression on springs N. This 
condition may be established by bending bridge O slightly, 
if necessary. 

Any excess compression on springs will shorten the 
time interval of the release. Stop members inserted under 
the flexible contact springs are designed to establish a 
definite initial compression of spring N as well as a definite 
position of the contact tips. The members extending over 

. . 

the flexible springs are designed as protecting shields for 
the contact springs. A check should be made that each 
set of these stiff members is fulfilling its function and 
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UNION "TP" TIME RELEASE 

S-7 SEC. 

NOTCH 1 

~:c::==r'IIE::::::=========:J 

S SEC.·3 TURNS ON SPRING SHAF'T 

7 SEC.·t! TURNS ON SPRING SHAF'T 

10-12 SEC. 

' A 

10 SEC -1! TURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 

12SEC.-1tTURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 

30SEC. 

••1 

30 SEC.-tJ TURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 

SO SEC.-1l; TURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 

NOTCH 1 

~ 

10SEC:-2}T03!-TURNS ON SPRING SHAF'T 

USEC:tf TO 2 TURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 

[20SEC.-1fT02iTURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 
lEXCEPT PENDULUM IN NOTCH 1. 

20SEC. 

~· 
20SEC.-2TURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 

40SEC. 

~~ 
40 SEC.-t-jTURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 

eo SEC. 

eo SEC.-1-1 TURNS ON SPRING SHAFT 

ABOVE DIAGRAMS SHOW APPROXIMATE RANGE OF ADJUSTMENT OF' THREE (3) 
LENGTHS OF' P£NDULUMS A-B-C WITH WEIGHT D. TO READJUST REMOVE COTTER 
AND BACK OFF NUT 1 TURN TO FREE ROD. ADJUST AS DESIRED. 
TIGHTEN NUT SECURELY WITH FINGERS AND REPLACE COTTER. 

A SLIGHT VARIATION IN TIME INTERVAL IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE MAY BE 
SECURED BY VARIATION IN TURNS ON SPRING SHAFT AND BY DIFFERENT 
ADJUSTMENT ON WEIGHTS D. 

Fig. 3 
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INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

not interfering with the proper operation of the contact 
fingers. 

As shipped from the factory, no adjustment should be 
necessary on the contact tip, stop or shield, all adjustment 
being made by a slight bend of bridge contact 0. 

Pendulum-Pendulum rod Pis held to the escapement 
shaft by means of lock nut S and cotter T. Lock nut S 
is provided with a circular ring which engages two cor
responding grooves in the pendulum rod and is locked in 

,. position by cotter T engaging the slots on the face of the 
nut S. When applying nut S care should be taken to see 
that one groove in the pendulum rod is visible above the 
shaft and the other below the shaft. It is only necessary 
to use the fingers to tighten knurled nut S securely. A 
vertical and a horizontal hole are provided in the escape .. 
ment shaft, one of which can be made to line with a slot 
in knurled nut, so that cotter can be inserted. 

Time Interval-The release will be furnished cali
brated for a specific time interval. In the following table, 
data is listed for various time interval adjustments. Dia
grams of these adjustments are also shown in Fig. 3. 

Notch positio"n 1 in table refers to the two notches 
nearest the upper end of the pendulum. 

Notch position 2 refers to the two notches farthest 
from the upper end of the pendulum .. 

The foregoing outline is, of course, subject to slight 
modification in lengths of interval which can be obtained 
by raising or lowering counterweight or by increasing or 
decreasing the tension on spring shaft V. Shaft V should 
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UNION "TP" TIME RELEASE 

be rotated counterclockwise to wind up spring. Increase 
wind-up to shorten time. 

Adjustment of the time intervals is the same for any 
design of machine. 

The intervals and adjustments shown on Fig. 3 are 
those that have to date been found to take care of require ... 
ments. It is obvious that a 35 to 45 second ra~ge or other 
intermediate ranges not shown on diagram may be pro .. 

']JATA FOR TIME INTERVAL ADJUSTMENTS 

Approx. Pendulum 
Time Turns of Rod Notch Pos. of 

Intervals Spring Approx. Pos. Weight Weight 
Shaft Length 

1 Minute (Max.) Time Releases 

5 Sec. 3 "A" 2Ys" 2 . . . . . ... 
7 lU "A" 2Ys" 2 . . . . .... 

10 lU "A" 2Ys" 1 . . . . .... 
10 3 "B" 3%" 2 . . . . ..... 
12 lYs "A" 2Ys" 1 . . . . .... 
15 1%: "B" 3%" 2 . . . . .... 

· 20 2 "B" 3%" 1 . . . . .... 
20 2 "C" 4 %" 2 .... 
30 1%: "C" 4 %" 1 . . . . .... 
40 lYs "C" 4 %" 2 "D" 2" 
50 lYs "C" 4 %" 1 "D" zu.1, 

16 
60 lYs "C" 4 %" 1 "D" 4" 

4% Minute Time Releases 

1 Min. 30 Sec. 4U "B" 3%" 1 . . . . . ... 
2 Min. 3U "B" 3%" 2 . . . . . ... 
2 Min. 30 Sec. 3U "B" 3%" 2 "D" 1 5 II 

32 
3 Min. 
3 Min. 30 Sec. 
4 Min. 4%: "B" 3%" 1 "D'' 1%:" 
4 Min. 30 Sec. 4 "B" 3%" 1 "D" 1~" 
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INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

vided by establishing proper length of pendulum and size 
of counterweight. Wind-up on the spring more than 1 /4 
turn less than the minimum shown on diagram Fig. 3 is 
not recommended. Sufficient spring power must be had 
to insure safe operation of the mechanism. 

LUBRICATION 

Lubrication-This is a clock mechanism and is 
,-lubricated for service before leaving the factory; however, 
a cloth moistened with U. S. & S. Co. Spec. 1093 oil or 
its equivalent should occasionally be wiped over the oper
ating face of the depressing lug on segment H. 

Future lubrication of mechanism should conform to 
, standard practice on clocks and other similar types of 
mechanisms. 

INDICATION SEGMENT AND CLAMP, 

FIG. 4 
When assembling the Style ~'TP" clockwork time re ... 

lease to a lever not equipped for its application at our 
factory, the following procedure is in order. 

The cap portion of the clamp which carries the de
pressing segment or sometimes the combined lock and· 
depressing segment, has a boss which must be drilled· 
and tapped for a pivot set screw for locking the initial 
adjustment of the segment. 

13 
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Adjustment-Before drilling, assemble the segment 
and clamp to the lever shaft so that when the lever is 
rotated the depressing points of the segment are equi .. 
distant from the milled faces of the slot in segment guide 
E, Fig. 1. The threaded bushing inside the clamp will allow 
the segment to be rotated when pressure of screws Q 
and Q 1 is relieved. Rotate the combined clamp and seg ... 
ment to a position in which the points where the latch 
depressing lugs begin to slope are equidistant from the 
,.center line through the shaft, and latch stem. This adjust .. 
ment will assure equal depression of the latch stem for 
right and left .. hand operation of the levers. When the 
segment carries only one depressing lug as may be the 
case when the release is to be active for only one direction 
(either right or left .. hand) of throw of the lever, the adjust, 
ment of the segment shall be such that the latch stem is 
completely depressed just before the lever reaches the full 
stroke position. In this case the adjustment will be the 
same as outlined for the foregoing adjustment, but due to 

· mechanical interlocking in the machine it may not be 
possible to throw the lever to both the right and left ... hand 
positions. When the time locking is applied directly to 
the segment as shown in Fig. 4, a clearance of 1 /64 in. 
shall exist between the locking face of the segment and the 
engaging face of the latch stem. If the lock is to be effective 
for both right and left .. hand lever strokes, the same clear .. 
ance must be had for both the :right and left ... hand indica ... 
tion positions of the lever. 

After the location of the segment is established, drill a 
0.189-in. hole (No. 12 drill size) 13 /32 in. deep in center of 
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UNION "TP" TIME RELEASE 

the boss referred to above through clamp into the bush
ing. Then tap the hole 9 /32 in. deep with a 14-24 tap. The 
pivot screw should be inserted and when fully screwed in 
will definitely establish the relationship between the top 
clamp and its bushing. It should be noted that adjust
ment may be slightly altered after pivot screw has been 
inserted by loosening one clamp screw Q or Q-1 and 
tightening the other clamp screw. 

There are various designs of depressing segments used 
in connection with the Style "TP" Release. Diagrams W, 
X, Y and Z on Plate A,2050 and diagrams A, B and C on 
Plate A,2065 of our catalog show these designs with full 
description and ordering references. 
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